Moraga Horsemen’s Association
JUNE 2019

Calendar of Events
June 18 – MHA at the arena
Potluck dinner at 6. Meeting at 7:30
Bring jackets…the fog may come in☺
July 16 – MHA at the arena
August 20 – MHA at arena
September 17 – MHA at Jackie’s
October 15 – MHA at Laura Stetson’s
November 19 – MHA at Gary and
Laura’s

Jamie and Emily came to town for the breakfast ride

MHA Breakfast Ride
We had a great turnout for the breakfast
ride this year. I think we had 13 riders and
another 4 or 5 for the feast☺ And feast we
did! Thank you all for the fun day and
great food!
Btw, we had 3 generations of Fends on the
ride☺

MHA Minutes
5-21-2019
Meeting called to order 7:40pm.
Thanks to Corrine for hosting and the
delicious food.
President: Laura wishes everyone to know
that we should be careful when we come and
go from the pasture to check locks and make
sure we’re shutting everything.
Corrine suggested (again) that we reach out to
EBMUD about signage that says “Please
close gates, grazing animals”.
Laura agreed that we need to make things
easier for the public and signage would help;
we should also ensure that friends, family and
guests are properly cleaning up after each
other and understand how our locks work and
to always check gates. The group agreed
unanimously that we should ask EBMUD to
produce more signage.
Kerry left signs on top of the microwave for
us to post so contractors and others are aware
grazing animals are in our pastures.
The group agreed any members who are
regularly accessing the pasture will be invited
to the next pasture meeting to meet everyone,
go over safety basics and rules for safety.
Laura S. realized we didn’t have a quorum
present so we couldn’t approve the previous
minutes. The group proposed that we would
need quorum of 7 people instead of 9; we
would need to gather a larger group to vote to
change the bylaws.
Treasurer: We currently have $27,499.58 in
the pasture account and $13,415.85 in the
club account. No new memberships to report

Pasture: Work party on Monday to restring
fencing in the corner of arena pasture and to
install a gate between Lakeview and
Bridgeside. Join us at the pasture at 9am if
you can make it!
Old Business: Clinics for Kids: Still stalled
until we hear from our insurance provider on
events. Kristin reached out to Jenni to see if
we were able to contact them.
Would Rachel be interested in joining up with
MHA to support Zenerosity?
New Business:
None!
Meeting dismissed at 8:32pm

Had to share this cool picture that Dominique
Cognee took of us at the Cache Creek Ride

